**Wed 13th June 2007: INCORE Summer School**

**Belfast Girls (2006)**
Follows the everyday lives of two girls, one Protestant and one Catholic, who have practically everything in common but live as in different worlds in the same city. (58 min.)
*Discussion to follow chaired by film’s Director, Malin Andersson*


**Lifting a Dark Cloud: The Kathleen Thompson Case (2004)**
In November 1971, Kathleen Thompson, a Derry mother of six was shot dead by the British Army. No one was ever charged. This is the story of that night and the legacy for her, her family and her community.
*Discussion to follow chaired by film’s Director, Anne Crilly and Minty Thompson*


**Iraq in Fragments (2006)**
Iraq is pulled in different directions by religion and ethnicity but its disparate groups – Shiites, Sunnis and Kurds – share a common fate: living in a world ravaged by years of repression, occupation and violence. This film explores that through the lives of ordinary Iraqis. (94 min.)
*Discussion to follow chaired by Professor Tom Fraser*


**The Crying Sun (2007)**
Addresses the impact of armed conflict in Chechnya through the stories of people disappeared/displaced from the mountain village of Zumsoy, highlighting villager’s struggle to maintain cultural identity and traditions. (26 min.)
*Discussion to follow chaired by Dr. Stephen Ryan*

**Wed 6th Feb 2008:**

**Long Nights Journey into Day (2001)**
This documentary takes you inside post-apartheid South Africa to give you an intimate look at a country’s attempts to heal itself through four specific stories as seen through the eyes of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (94 min.)
*Discussion to follow chaired by INCORE Research Coordinator, Dr Brandon Hamber*


**No More Tears Sister (2005)**
Set during the violent ethnic conflict that has enveloped Sri Lanka over decades, this documentary recreates the courageous and vibrant life of renowned human rights activist Dr Rajani Thiranagama. (80 min.)
*Discussion to follow chaired by INCORE Director, Professor Gillian Robinson*